Browsing books is a great way to get inspired, find images, and discover new architects + firms. Be sure to browse our **oversized + regular-sized stacks** on the second floor of Hagerty Library.

Questions? Reach out to Shannon at smr87@drexel.edu.

**BF Psychology**

- **BF353** Environmental Psychology

**HT Communities, Classes + Races**

- **HT166** City Planning

**LB Education**

- **LB3221** School Buildings

**NA Architecture**

- **NA190** History
- **NA703** History of American Architecture
- **NA1995** Architecture as Profession
- **NA2542.35** Environmental Aspects of Architecture
- **NA2543** Architecture in Relation to Other Subjects
- **NA2695** Drawing + Design
- **NA2835** Details + Decoration
- **NA4100** Buildings by Material
- **NA4170** Public Buildings
- **NA4600** Religious Buildings
- **NA6230** Skyscrapers
- **NA6300** Airports
- **NA6690** Museums
- **NA6751** Research Centers + Laboratories
- **NA7100** Domestic Architecture
- **NA9000** City Planning

**RA Medicine**

- **RA967** Health Facilities + Hospitals

**SB Plant Culture**

- **SB469** Landscape Architecture

**TH Building Construction**

- **TH880** Sustainable Architectural Engineering
- **TH4818** Construction in Special Materials

**Z Libraries**

- **Z679** Library Buildings